CODE OF CONDUCT - ENGLISH
To enable a good vibe and the safest possible space at the Wish Malmö clubs there are
some rules you as a member are obliged to follow;
- Be respectful and don’t disturb each other.
Respect those who want to show themselves as well as those who want to be private. Don’t join
an ongoing scene without clear permission from the participants.
- It’s ok to watch, but if you are asked to stand back or leave the scene - do so.
- Everyone is responsible for themselves and communication with each other. Please
announce any physical or psychological limits or sensitivities in advance and negotiate scenes
appropriately.
- Consent!! Everything is based on voluntary participation; make sure you have clear consent
before touching anyone or their equipment/belongings. Respect affirmative and negative
response equally.
- The club safe word is ‘Red’, which means ‘Stop completely’.
Keep in mind that communication can be done many ways before ‘red’ is used. If ‘red’ is being
used and the scene doesn’t stop everyone has the responsibility to intervene, or to immediately
alert the people in charge at the club.
The people in charge at the club always have the right to intervene or to stop a scene, no matter
if a safe word has been used or not. This is for everyone’s safety.
- Alcohol diminishes the ability to judge and the capacity of reaction. In order to enable folks to
interact with sober play partners; we request that everyone who has consumed substances notify
their play partners in advance.
- Don’t assume anything about pronouns, identity, sexuality or people’s bodies. Ask
respectfully if needed but be considerate to that everyone doesn’t want to reply.
- The space and equipment is limited, keep in mind how long you’re using play areas and toys
and let other people have a chance to do the same.
- Clean up after yourself! All equipment, furniture and play areas have to be disinfected after
use. Utilize the spray bottles and paper that are available at the club.
- Needles and other sharp disposable supplies have to be disposed of immediately after use
into a yellow sharp safe container. If you can’t find one; talk to one of the people responsible at
the club and we’ll help you.
- All sharp equipment that you bring which is not disposable has to be kept in a safe way
during the whole night. Be attentive to where/how you place things during scenes and at other
times so that no one is hurt by mistake.
- If you are playing with blood; make sure to cover open wounds after the scene.
- Swastikas are not permitted.
- Arguments and discussions should take place outside the play-area. Keep relationship
drama outside the club, think about how this affects other attendees at the club.

- Photographing, video- and audio recording are not permitted. Cell phones have to have the
sound switched off and should be kept in the wardrobe/bar together with other devices equipped
with camera/audio recording. If you need to use your phone it has to be agreed upon with the
people responsible at the club.
- What happens at Wish stays at Wish.
Be discreet about sharing what went on at the club to people outside and don’t mention any
names without consent. There are club attendees who cannot or do not want to be open outside
of the club.
- Club organizers always have the right to throw people out.
People who are too drunk and those who don’t comply with the code of conduct will be sent
away.
Wish Malmö have the right to withdraw membership and issue warnings.

If you have any questions or want any kind of help; don’t hesitate to talk to the
club organizers in charge!

